BI-FOLD DOORS - Series BF30
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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STEP 1:

Insert top pivots (A) into pre-drilled holes in top of door
panels. Insert bottom pivot (B) into pre-drilled holes at
bottom edge of pivot door panel at the jamb side of
the opening.

STEP 2:

Fasten track (C) at top of opening on header using long
screws provided. Fasten jamb bracket (D) in line with
track on jamb side of opening, make sure that base of
bracket rests firmly on the floor.
If optional slide guide is used, snap slide guide (H) into
middle of track.

STEP 3:

Install door panels by inserting the top pivot at the
pivoting side of door into track bracket. With top pivot
inserted, lift upward on panels and position bottom pivot
into jamb bracket on floor. Let bottom pivot sit onto jamb
bracket firmly with knurled teeth engaged.
Depress guide pivot and position under track and release
so guide pivot is securely positioned in track (or optional
slide guide).

STEP 4:

Adjust door height by slightly lifting panels and turning
threaded stem of bottom pivot. Seat pivot into jamb
bracket at desired height.

STEP 5:

Adjust door horizontally by altering position of bottom
pivot in jamb bracket. Lift door slightly and move bottom
pivot in either direction as necessary to bring door plumb
with opening. Check to ensure guide pivot does not disengage during door operation, and door edge does not
rub jamb. If necessary, adjust track bracket by loosening
bracket screw and slide bracket within the track. Tighten
at desired location.

STEP 6:

Mount knobs (E) in pre-drilled holes or at center of guide
door, approximately 36 inches from floor.

STEP 7:

(For 4 Panel Sets Only) - Mount aligners (F) on back side
of guide door.

STEP 8:

Insert snugger (G) into track at guide door side of opening.

OPTIONAL
SLIDE GUIDE

